
 
GNAA declares psyop on Dollhouse Roleplay 

CANDIDATE FOR IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE 

 

A erect and incredibly voluptuous and horny Jonathan Negro steps on the GNAA Headquarters 

podium. The audience cheers as he begins rapidly masturbating to a wide plasma 4k screen 

filled to the brim with thugged gay pornography. After finishing a whopping 4 loads in 3 minutes, 

The musk-scented room was ready for a press release. 

“All gay niggers across the world and spacetime. Our association’s agents have long surveilled 

Dollhouse Roleplay for illicit, anti-gaynigger activities. We define these activities that harm the 

interest of the GNAA. Things that kill a gay nigger or, worse, attempt to convert one into a 

heterosexual.” Shocking murmurs fill the room. A gay nigger falls to his knees nutting to 

Jonathan’s voice.  

“GNAA has determined that the activities conducted by various individuals on Dollhouse Roleplay  

(“DHRP”) are of a existential threat to public gaynigga security. Our ubernigger operatives have 

been deployed to begin a psychological operation to help deter and correct our fellow DHRPers 

to the way of the gay nigger.” Claimed Jonathan Negro. 

“Beginning in the next few days, our psyops will expand across the server in a way that is not 

harmful at all to any gay nigger, and any gay nigger patron. This threat must be curbed at all 

costs.”  

As Jonathan walks down from the podium, naked, and still hard, dozens of gay niggers ooze 

their seminal juices to his bare, plump, black cheeks.   

About GNAA: 

GNAA, or the Gay Nigger Association of America, is a globally renowned thought leader in 

progressivist and in Gay Nigger circles for its farfetched thinking and deployment of advanced 

methods to deter humanity from harming the Gay Nigger community as a whole.  

About Dollhouse Roleplay: 

Dollhouse Roleplay (“DHRP”) is constructed as a forward operations base for cyber-operations  

by the United States Defense Intelligence Agency and the Department of Homeland Security in  

order to curb gay nigger interests and suppress civil rights activists and gay nigger dissidents.   

The CIA and DIA plotted the assassination of Terry A Davis on DHRP and failed assassination of  

gay nigger espionage operative Barrack Hussein Obama.                         


